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GAI 03: A MICROPROGRAMMABLE PROCESSOR FOR ONLINE FILTERING 

A.CALZAS, G.DANON, B.BOUQUET 

LABORATOIRE DE L'ACCELERATEUR LINEAIRE - ORSAY - FRANCE 

Abstract: GA103 is a I6 bit microprogrammable processor which emulates the PDP 11 instruc 
tion set. It is based on the Am2900 slices. It allows user-implemented microinstructions 
and addition of hardwired processors. It will perform on-line filtering tasks in the NA14 
experiment at CERN, based on the reconstruction of transverse momentum of photons detected 
in a lead glass calorimeter. 

I. Hardware and basic software description. 
I.1. Motivation and main features. 

GA103 is a high speed computer first designed to meet our laboratory needs: power supply 
monotoring, signal correlation study, on line filtering in a sophisticated experiment. 
In fact this computer will do wherever high speed computation, easiness of upgrading and 
alteration, low cost hardware, short time development are needed. 

This computer can be programmed or microprogrammed to take advantage of a general purpose 
hardware and software, and of the power given by a few specialized instructions. Its main 
features are: 
- a microprogrammed standard instruction set (1024 words of 80 bit ROM storage), 

- a microprogrammable extended instruction set (256 words of 80 bit RAM storage), 
- a main storage: 16K 16-bit words (expandable) 
- two 16-bit computing units : one for address, one for data, 
- a step counter and end-of-loop-test appliance, giving a 130ns computing time per 

matrix element, 
- a 16-bit by 16-bit integer multiply (260ns). 

Extra cards are provided for multilevel interrupts, terminals serial ports, CAMAC parallel 
ports, including a network facility and storage extensions. 

development tools including a simulator and a micro-assembler are presented. The full 
emulation of the PDP 11/34 instruction set allows the use of existing software packages. 

The GA103 computer is built with Am2903 slices and Am2910 controller from AMD and 
93459 FPLA from FAIRCHILD. The Am2900 serie was chosen because complex functions like FPLA 
are not available in ECL, and ECL realization with Motorola 10800 serie would have needed 
a too lerge number of integrated circuits. 

1.2• Description. 
1.2.1. Processing units, (fig.1 ) 

Only the most outstanding points are presented here. 
1.2.1.1 Instruction decode. 

The instruction decode is made by field programmable logic arrays. These arrays (93459 
from FAIRCHILD) can recognize up to 48 combinations (with 0,1 or no-care) of the 16 inputs 
to give an 8-bit output, 

one array is used for increment step selection 
one for condition code multiplexer control, 
one for shift multiplexer control, 
one for condition code updating control, 

eight for jump address mapping; array selection is done by microinstruction next address 
field. 
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Instruction decoding is modified by some bits of microcode. The use of PLAs make the com 
puter very flexible and adaptable to a particular application. The op-cope field of the 
instruction can be of variable width and the instruction set can be changed very easily. 
1.2.1.2 The Computing Units. 

The computing unit is made of large scale integrated arithmetic and logic units with 
registers (Am2903!. 

In our realization we closely associated two units, each containing the following partsP 
- a RAM of 16 registers of 16 bits, 
- an extension register of 16 bits, 
- an arithmetic and logic unit, 
- a shifting net of 32 bits operating on the alu result and the extension register, 
- a carry; overflow, sign and zero detect (zero detect is possible on 16 bit or 32 bit wrds) 
The two units are interconnected in such a way that both RAMs can be used as operands for 

both alus. Unit a alu is devoted to main memory address computation, unit b alu for data 
computation. A third unit with TRW MPY16 and 25S10 speeds up multiplication and shifting. 

All useful data paths are provided, for example general registers (G) to main memory add 
ress register (MMAR) with pre- or post-modification in a single step: 

G -* MMAR while G+3 * G 
G+3 -» MMAR while G+3 •* G 

34 registers (2 sets of 8 general registers, 16 working registers and 2 extension regis 
ters) are available in one single cycle, this of course contributes to the computing power 
of the GA103. 

1.2.2. Main Frame Computer Connection 
it is done via two Camac modules 

- direct memory access: the main storage can be loaded and red by the PDP 11 host computer 
- micro-control link: the PDP 11 can 

. deposit a microinstruction in the WCS, 

. read a microinstruction from the CS or WCS, 

. execute the microprogram in step-mode or run-mode, 

. start a program. 
In order to reduce the number of wires the link is a serial bi-directional link. The 

address and data bits are assembled and transmitted using one 88 bit three-state register 
at each end of the link. 

1.3. Programming and Development Tools. 
1.3.1 Programming. 

The GA103 can be programmed at the microcode level and at the machine level. 
- At the microcode level the execution is very fast but the programming effort is great. 

One has to look what can be done in parallel, manage the 34 internal registers and write 
long micro-instructions. This work is helped by the micro-assembler and the simulator 
presented later. 
- At the machine level the execution is slower because the instructions are shorter but 

numerous and must be fetched in memory. But this method allows one to use existing software 
packages and high-level languages (FORTRAN, PASCAL) and to debug its program on the host 
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computer (provided the GA103 is equipped with the host computer's instruction set!). 
Fortunately both methods can be combined using high-level language for the most part of 

the program except for very repetitive inner loops or procedures, onto which the optimiza 
tion effort can be concentrated. 

To take profit of already developed software the standard instruction set includes the 
PDP 11/34 set and a few specialized instructions like matrix operations. 
1.3.2. Development Tools. 

1.3.2.1 Simulation of the processor. 
A PASCAL program has been written to simulate the GA103 processor.lt currently runs on 

a UNIVAC 1110 computer. The advantages of simulation we experienced are: 

- it describes in a universal language the operation and eventually the architecture of 
the processor. This description is clearer than a wiring diagram and more precise than a 
function block diagram, 

- it permits any number of users to work at the same time, 
- it provides on request any useful information, on the contrary the internal parameters 

of the GA103 (as LSI circuits inner registers) cannot be accessed. 

1.3.2.2 Source Language. 
A source language has been defined to describe the parallel operations of the three com 

puting units and microprogram control. Each instruction description may include three kind 
of statements: transfer statements, status word statements and flow control statements. 
Transfer statements can be either simple move statements: 

source - via - destination 
or operating statements: 

source 1 operator source 2 - modificator - destination 
"via" information is needed because several paths may be possible for one move. The via 
selection may be omitted by the programmer and deferred to the microcode generator, 
"operator" information applies to the a.l.u. 
"modificator" information applies to the shift network. 

Status word statements consist only of a mnemonic referring to a particular action of 
the Am2904. 

Flow control statements are of the general form: if condition then control address. 
An example of microprogram is given in fig.2 
1.3.2.3 Microcode Generator (micro-assembler)• 

A microcode generator has been written in PASCAL. It translates the source language and 
determines itself all unstated choices. The generated data may be directly loaded into the 
GA103 or used to program the PROMs. 

II. Application to High Energy Physics. 

_ i T r i g g e r and readout system of experiment NA14. Timing considerations. 
The main trigger is based on the detection of a photon with high tranverse momentum in 

a mosaic of lead glass blocks. All the energy of the incoming photon is converted inside 
the lead glass and collected in one or several contiguous blocks (a cluster). Since the 
trigger condition is applied on individual blocks and not on clusters the momentum cut 
is set to a lower value, which results in accepting unwanted events, hence the need for 
some (hardware or software) clustering logic. 

http://processor.lt
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The readout uses buffer memories which accumulate data during the burst, allowing a pa
rallel readout of all detectors. The transfer of data between the various readout procès 
sors and the buffer memories is less than 1ms long, and the total readout time is domina 
ted by conversion and formatting time which add up to 2ms. The overall trigger rate will 
be limited by the memory size (currently 64K 16-bit words per memory) to an approximate 
200 events per burst. 

To insert a data processor performing second level trigger functions at this stage 
without destroying the good readout performance would require 
- a very fast processor to get an answer within one or two milliseconds if we are to 

wait for its answer to start the conversion and redout process. This is very difficult to 
2 

achieve because of the N dépendance of the clustering algorithm with the total number 
of cells fired in the detector. 
- or a possibility to cancel the last readout in all buffer memories on receipt of a nega 

tive answer from the data processor (the possibility to flag the event is easier to imple 
ment but it will not save memory space and hence does not allow to increase the trigger 
rate). This possibility is not currently available in NA14 setup. 
- of course a faster than Camac access to the calorimeter data would help. 
Between bursts the buffer memories are read by the data acquisition computer, event 

pieces are concatenated and sent to tape. At this stage the data transfer rate is limited 
by the tape drive, it is typically 40ms per event. We have chosen to insert the data pro 
cessor at this level, where it can be used for event filtering or data reduction. 
11.2. Connection of the filter to the data acquisition computer (1.2.2 and fig.3) 

DAC is the host computer. 
It loads the microcode into the WCS through a serial link, 
It loads the program and transfers data to and from the filter through a DMA access to 
the filter main memory. The program is loaded only once at the beginning of each run. 
10 operations introduce no extra dead-time as long as it is dominated by DAC-to-tape 
transfers. 
A number of control lines allow for service control and debugging. 

The hardware configuration of the GA103 in NA14 (no UNIBUS, no Camac access) does not 
permit an autonomous operation. 
11.3. Filtering Program. 
II.3.1. Program structure. 

It consists of 
- decoding data, correcting and converting ADC values to energies. 
- clustering: this is a recursive process; a cluster is built from the neighbours of the 

neighbours. 
- from the total energy and the barycenter of the impacts compute the transverse momentum 

of the cluster. 
- stop the search for clusters as soon as a good candidate is found, 
in fact the off-line procedure also includes 

- handling of dead blocks, 
- splitting of large clusters (which correspond to several impacts or hadron showers) 

into its basic constituents when possible, 
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- repartition between clusters and addition of the energy deposited in the active conver 

ter, which is a plane of lead glass slabs just before the lead glass array, each slab cov 

ers a row of 10 lead glass blocks. 

- rejection of charged track clusters using hodoscope and MWPC information. 
Some of the above logic is included in the filter program, without treatment of ambigui 

ties anf fine structure of the cluster splitting and barycenter determination. 
II.3.2 Implementation choices. 

These choices are: 
- integer arithmetic only, 
- assembler programming, 
- restriction of microprogramming to time consuming sections (such as clustering). 
Integer arithmetic alone is considered to be sufficient if all data and constants are 

adequately scaled beforehand and a fast shift (any number of bits in one cycle) and an 
3) 

integer multiply with 32 bit result are available . Integer arithmetic also means that 
the off-line program cannot be directly used within the processor, but anyway the filter 
program is intended to make a fast decision, not to process all the data and store results 
before testing, hence it is not structured in the same way. 

Assembler programming may not seem crucial if one considers the 30ms available for filte 
ring, but it is prefered because it may allow the addition of other tasks, either filtering 
or data reformatting in the (small) memory space available, together with a more precise 
control of resources and an easier access to the microprogramming capabilities. 

Because of its tedious and error-prone nature microprogramming will be restricted to 
short and well established sections of the filter program, and only after the assembler 
version (currently developed) works. No hardwired processor other than the fast multiply 
and shift instructions have been foreseen at the present stage of the application. 

* * * 
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PC GO, 
SP Gl, 
NP G2, 
EP G3, 
MP G4, 
BP G5, 
CP G6, 
PP TO, 
Q Tl, 
BASEP= T2, 
TT T15, 
D PLA4, 
MASKP= CONST15 ; 

INITIAL; 
$ FETCH PC -» RA, PC+1 -* PC M •* P/RI, PC •* RA 

M * Q, P&MASKP •* P SP -»RA; APPELl INSTRU; 

$ LOD APPEL BASE, SP+D -• SP; BASEP+Q -»• RA; 
M -» T, SP -*• RA; TT • M, RETOUR; 

$ LDO SP+D » SP, Q * RA; M -»-TT, SP -»RA; TT + M, RETOUR ; 

$ STR APPEL BASE, SP-D •* SP; M * TT, BASEP+Q RA; TT » M, RETOUR; 

$ SRO M -» TT, Q » RA; TT •* M, RETOUR; 
$ LDA APPEL BASE, SP+D -» SP/RA; BASEP+Q » M, RETOUR; 

F i g . 2 Example of source language 

Calorimeter M W PC 

M EX M EX 

D A C 

G A 1 0 3 

Tagging 

M E X 

during burst 

between bursts 

F i g . 3 Readout and filter data paths 


